
Joseph Hadley CV

CONTACT: Joehdy77@gmail.com, BASED: Cardiff/Bristol.

Check out my portfolio and reels at Joehdyfilms.com!

Personal Statement:

I am a hard-working filmmaker with practical experience in video content production and filmmaking. I began working as a

freelance filmmaker whilst studying at Aberystwyth University, producing slick and stylish videos. I am currently looking to

take my passion and skills forward with a video production that pushes and challenges my abilities whilst refining my skill

set.

Work Experience:

Edit Assistant Internship - Freelance Technician, BBC, June - November 2022

I worked remotely as part of a small team to edit and rework repeat programs for airing. I was also trusted with creating

digital copies of physical media for later editing and setting up projects for senior editors. I utilized my initiative to

successfully balance the main editing tasks with the additional ones while working remotely.

Video Producer, Freelance for Aberystwyth University/Welsh Government, July 2022

I planned and executed the production of a small documentary video for the Welsh government’s SEREN project. This

involved working with the video clients to plan a video that accomplished their goals of creating a video that was

stylistically relevant and malleable for modern social network platforms.

Camera Operator Trainee, Hay Festival, May 2022

At the Hay Festival, I manned a broadcast camera and was directed during live broadcasts of high-profile speakers such as

Hilary Clinton and Lenny Henry. These shoots were high-pressure and long days, but I was able to successfully set up and

manned cameras for full working days whilst taking instructions from my directors.

Production Assistant/Locations Assistant trainee, My Happy Ending (Feature Film), August - October 2021

For the locations team, I created reliable and detailed movement orders for our teams and took into account their transport

and equipment needs. When on set I assisted in delivering and setting up equipment for various teams and utilised clear

and friendly communication to assist in dealing with each team in stressful situations.

Video Director and Producer, Freelance for Aber Careers, June - July 2021

For this project, I had to develop a new promotional video for the Aber Careers department. This involved working with the

client to plan a video that got the results they wanted and was malleable for social media platforms. I worked in a team of

two, I both directed but requestioned our kit. I chose the appropriate gear for the job and kept it safe during shoots so that

our Tri-pod, lights, and batteries were returned in perfect condition.

Skills & Interests:

● Self-Shooting on Black Magic 6K Pocket Cinema Camera, for short films and freelance projects.

● Editing experience with Premiere Pro, After Effects, Final Cut Pro, Avid, and Resolve.

● Graphics experience with various Adobe programs.

● I am a member of the Change 100 programs alumni council to aid in disability representation and feedback.

● Practical experience working with various industry-standard lens types, follow-focus, gimbals, and tripods.

Training & Achievements:

Filmmaking BA at Aberystwyth University, Graduating with First class honors, 2019 - 2022

Black Magic broadcast camera training, Bubble Production for Hay Festival.

Camera operation and lighting, audio equipment, audio software, professional standard editing skills (University).

Media Cymru R&D and Innovation training. & BBC Mandatory Training.

Director of Drifter, Shortlisted for the Canon Short Film Award 2023.
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